Effective interaction between two ion-adsorbing plates: Hofmeister series and salting-in/salting-out phase diagrams from a global mean-field analysis.
Interactions between ions and solutes are key to ion-specificity. A generic model in which ions interact via square well potentials of finite range with charged plates is solved analytically on the Poisson-Boltzmann level and analyzed globally for varying surface charge, salt concentration, and ion-surface affinity. Ion adsorption as well as depletion can lead to stably bound plates at finite separation, relevant for the equilibrium salting-out of small solutes such as proteins. The interplate pressure at large plate separation, relevant for aggregation kinetics of large solutes, exhibits direct as well as indirect Hofmeister ordering, depending on surface charge and salt concentration. A simple method for mapping explicit ion-surface potentials of mean force as obtained from solvent-explicit molecular dynamics simulations onto square-well potential parameters is demonstrated.